# Uniform Price List

## Girls Summer Uniform
- **Dress:** Summer Check W/Maroon Tab Tie | $54.99
- **Hat:** Maroon with Emb  | $14.99
- **Socks:** White Ankle Style  | $4.99
- **Bag:** Maroon 23LT with Print | $61.99
- **Bag:** Maroon Excursion Bag | $11.99
- **Shoes:** Black Leather | $39.99

## Girls Winter Uniform
- **Tunic:** Winter Tunic  | $58.99
- **Blouse:** US Blouse P/P Collar W/Emb | $38.99
- **Hat:** Maroon with Emb | $14.99
- **Vest:** Dark Maroon Polar Fleece | $31.99
- **Zip Jacket:** Maroon Wemb Polar Fleece | $43.99
- **Fleecey Jacket:** Maroon Fleecey Full Zip Wemb | $49.99
- **Dry & Cozy Jacket:** Maroon Wemb | $69.99
- **Tights:** Maroon Cotton Style | $15.99
- **Socks:** Maroon Knee High Socks | $11.99

## Girls Sports Uniform
- **Polo:** S/S Sky Blue Picure Wemb | From $29.99
- **Polo:** L/S Sky Blue Wemb  | From $36.99
- **Shorts:** Maroon | $25.99
- **Shorts:** Dark Maroon MF Sport | $25.99
- **Socks:** White Ankle Style | $4.99
- **Track Pants:** Maroon Fleecey | $34.99

## Boys Summer Uniform
- **Shirt:** S/S Over Lake Blue Wemb | From $37.99
- **Shorts:** Navy 'Blockers' | From $19.99
- **Hat:** Maroon with Emb  | From $14.99
- **Socks:** White Ankle Style | $4.99
- **Bag:** Maroon 23LT with Print | $61.99
- **Bag:** Maroon Excursion Bag | $11.99
- **Shoes:** Black Leather | From $30.99

## Boys Winter Uniform
- **L/S Shirt:** Long Sleeve OLX Wemb | From $37.99
- **Tie:** Plain Maroon  | From $16.99
- **Trousers:** Navy Blockers Long | From $20.99
- **Shorts:** Navy 'Blockers' | From $19.99
- **Socks:** Navy Knee Hi | $9.99
- **Socks:** Navy Ankle Style | $4.99
- **Socks:** Maroon Knee High Sock | $11.99
- **Vest:** Dark Maroon Polar Fleece | $31.99
- **1/2 Zip Jacket:** Maroon Wemb Polar Fleece | $43.99
- **Fleecey Jacket:** Maroon Fleecey Full Zip Wemb | $49.99
- **Dry & Cozy Jacket:** Maroon Wemb | $69.99

## Boys Sports Uniform
- **Polo:** S/S Sky Blue Picure Wemb | From $29.99
- **Polo:** L/S Sky Blue Wemb  | From $36.99
- **Shorts:** Dark Maroon MF Sport | $25.99
- **Socks:** White Ankle Style | $4.99
- **Track Pants:** Maroon Fleecey | $34.99

All prices are subject to alteration.